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1 This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

r
; precisely.

I 2.**** shows the word which can not be translated,

f 3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.
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CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1]A light incidence angle sensing device comprising:

An optical system which carries out image formation of the optical image of incident light.

A solid state image pickup device which changes into an electrical signal an optical image

which carried out image formation by this optical system.

A signal processing means which generates an electrical signal which is equivalent to a level of

incident light which won popularity by each pixel of said solid state image pickup device based

on an electrical signal changed with this solid state image pickup device.

A detection means to carry out signal processing of the electrical signal generated by this

signal processing means, to generate a picture signal, to compute that centroid position, and to

detect an incidence angle of said incident light based on this centroid position information.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention]This invention relates to the light incidence angle sensing device used

for it being carried in the optical radar using the optical communications which send and

receive information, for example using space propagation of light, or light, etc., and detecting

the incidence angle of light.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art]These days, in the field of space development, development of the

optical fiber communications system using space propagation of light is furthered. This optical

fiber communications system is carrying out through a very short light of wavelength as

compared with RF communication from ordinary, can attain the miniaturization of a use device

with communicative large scale-ization, and also it is made advantageous from the point that

exclusion of mutual interference is attained and reliable communication is attained.

[0003]By the way, if it is in such an optical fiber communications system, prehension tailing of

- 1 -
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the optical beam from a distant office is carried out, and it is that it is needed to make a distant

office point to a very fine optical beam with high precision in a similar manner, and research

and development of a different various device from the transmission system from ordinary are

required.

[0004]For example, as one of such the concrete demands, there is a light incidence angle

sensing device for detecting the incidence angle of incident light with high precision. In order

that this light incidence angle sensing device may secure the reliability of optical

communications, also in the reception beam of a comparatively low intensity level, it is

requested that the incidence angle of that light should be detected with high precision.

[0005]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention]As stated above, if it is in a light incidence angle

sensing device, to enable it to detect an incidence angle with high precision also in the light of

a low intensity level is demanded, this invention is what was made in light of the

above-mentioned circumstances — composition — it simplifies and aims at providing the light

incidence angle sensing device which enabled it to realize detection of a reliable highly precise

light incidence angle.

[0006]

[Means for Solving the Problem]An optical system to which this invention carries out image

formation of the optical image of incident light, and a solid state image pickup device which

changes into an electrical signal an optical image which carried out image formation by this

optical system, A signal processing means which generates an electrical signal which is

equivalent to a level of incident light which won popularity by each pixel of said solid state

image pickup device based on an electrical signal changed with this solid state image pickup

device, Signal processing of the electrical signal generated by this signal processing means is

carried out, a picture signal is generated, that centroid position is computed, it has a detection

means to detect an incidence angle of said incident light based on this centroid position

information, and a light incidence angle sensing device is constituted.

[0007]According to the above-mentioned composition, based on an electrical signal changed

with a solid state image pickup device, an electrical signal corresponding to a level of incident

light which won popularity by each pixel of a solid state image pickup device is generated,

Based on an electrical signal corresponding to a level of this incident light, a primary detecting

element computes a centroid position of light by generating a picture signal, and is searching

for an incidence angle of incident light based on this centroid position information. It becomes

detectable [ a highly precise light incidence angle ], without being influenced by this by

luminous-intensity level incorporated by an optical system.

[0008]

[Embodiment of the Invention]Hereafter, this embodiment of the invention is described in
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j
detail with reference to drawings. Drawing 1 shows the light incidence angle sensing device

concerning the 1 embodiment of this invention, and the placed opposite of the optical system

1 0 is carried out to the arrival directions of incident light. And the solid state image pickup

I

device (CCD) 1 1 is arranged in the image formation position of this optical system 10. The

( signal processing part 12 is connected to the outgoing end, and the solid state image pickup

I
device 1 1 changes into an electrical signal the optical image which carried out image formation

'i by the optical system 10, and outputs it to the signal processing part 12.

[0009]the signal processing part 12 — a preamplifier and correlation ~ a square — it is formed

in a sampling (CDS) circuit etc., and after amplifying the inputted electrical signal by a

preamplifier, the electrical signal equivalent to the level of incident light which won popularity

by each pixel of above-mentioned CCD1 1 in the CDS circuit is generated. And the primary

detecting element 13 is connected to the outgoing end of the signal processing part 12.

[0010]It computes that centroid position by the primary detecting element 13 being formed, for

example with an analog-to-digital converter, a frame memory, a central processing unit (CPU),

etc., and generating a picture signal based on the inputted electrical signal, and computes the

incidence angle of the incident light of the optical system 10 based on this centroid position

information. For example, the position coordinate of the optical image by which image

formation of the primary detecting element 1 3 is beforehand carried out to the CPU at two or

more pixels of each of above-mentioned CCD1 1, respectively, The proofreading characteristic

figure showing the relation of the incidence angle of incident light is memorized, the incidence
i

angle of said incident light is detected based on this proofreading characteristic figure and the

acquired centroid position information, and it outputs to the external instrument which does not

illustrate incidence angle information.

[001 l]The power supply section 14 is connected to each of that power supply input end, and,

as for the above-mentioned CCD1 1 and the signal processing part 12, the outgoing end ofCCD
driver 1 5 is connected to the signal input end. And the above-mentioned power supply section

14 is connected to the power supply input end of this CCD driver 15.

[0012]In the above-mentioned composition, if incident light enters into the optical system 10,

image formation of the optical image is carried out on the pixel of CCD1 1, and CCD1 1 will

change an optical image into an electrical signal, and will output it to the signal processing part

12. After the signal processing part 12 amplifies the inputted electrical signal, it generates the
i

electrical signal equivalent to the level of incident light which won popularity by each pixel of

above-mentioned CCD1 1, and outputs to the primary detecting element 13. It computes that

centroid position by the primary detecting element 13 doing signal processing of the inputted

electrical signal, and generating a picture signal, computes the incidence angle of the incident

light which entered into the optical system 10 based on this centroid position information, and

outputs the incidence angle information on that incident light to the above-mentioned external

i
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instrument (not shown).

[0013]Thus, based on the electrical signal which the above-mentioned light incidence angle

sensing device changed by CCD1 1, The signal processing part 12 which generates the

electrical signal corresponding to the level of receiving beam incident light by each pixel of

CCD1 1 is formed, The centroid position of incident light was computed by having generated

the electrical signal generated in this signal processing part 12 to the picture signal in the

primary detecting element 13, and it constituted so that the incidence angle of incident light

might be searched for based on this centroid position information. Reliable detection is realized

without according to this, realizing detection of a highly precise light incidence angle as the

intensity level of the incident light incorporated by the optical system 1 0 is low, and receiving

influence in the intensity level of incident light.

[00 14]As an application system of this invention, it cannot restrict to an optical fiber

communications system, and can apply also, for example in an optical radar system and

various kinds of other detection systems which detect the incidence angle of light. Therefore,

this invention of the ability of various modification to be carried out in the range which does

not deviate from the gist of this invention is a matter of course, without restricting to the

above-mentioned embodiment.

[0015]

[Effect of the Invention]according to [ as explained in full detail above ] this invention —

composition — it can simplify and the light incidence angle sensing device which enabled it to

realize detection of a reliable highly precise light incidence angle can be provided.

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing l]The figure showing the light incidence angle sensing device concerning one

example of this invention.

[Description of Notations]

10 — Optical system.

1 1 — Solid state image pickup device.

12 — Signal processing part.

1 3 — Primary detecting element.

14 ~ Power supply section.

15 ~ CCD driver.


